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Abstract!!!
Operation Avalanche is a fake documentary about the CIA team that faked the 1969 
Apollo moon landing and the consequences of completing that mission on their personal 
lives.
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Introduction!
I first started thinking about this film in Brenda’s class after watching scenes from Death of a 
President. Brenda was exposing us to a lot of fake realism that was politically motivated and I 
thought it was the kind of thing I could use my fake doc style to do something new with. !
I decided to make a trailer for a movie that would exercise these ideas. This was the 
proposal for that trailer: 
Lately I've been fascinated with the culture and politics of the CIA, specifically during the 
1960's. I've been trying to figure out how to explore that world with a hybrid film approach 
and I think the answer is through a fake trailer for a movie made BY the CIA about them 
faking the Moon Landing!
I want to create a film for what looks like a declassified CIA documentary about the young 
team of agents who get in over their heads at NASA and wind up in charge of the Apollo 
program. Because its a trailer I won't need to flesh out a full story/characters and can just 
stick to the salient moments that I can easily recreate with a small crew. The story will be 
vague, but something along the lines of "a small team led by a wildman find out that NASA 
can't make it to the moon by '69, so they decide to fake it on their own."
What I love about this is I'll be fusing the language of documentaries with the nonsense 
storytelling of Hollywood trailers. Butting heads of fake and real while COMBINING IT ALL 
with actual newsreel footage from the era. So cool. 
There is so much news footage and photography from the period concerning the Apollo 
missions that I'll have my pick of source material to incorporate into the piece. I want to play 
with period music (fly me to the moon, space oddity, etc) and recording techniques(aging 
video to film, black and white) to twist and twist around the idea of what is real and what is 
created.  
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 I will draw heavily on other "fake docs" for inspiration. Man Bites Dog and The 
Assassination of an American President are major influences here. I want this trailer to 
achieve the same trick that both these films do, namely, having audiences ask "is this 
real?"
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Reshoots!
I wish I had written a full script for this movie. The plot became so huge and unmanageable in 
the edit that we had to remove huge swathes of the original story in order to clarify the best 
pieces. The same thing happened when shooting The Dirties, and from that experience I leaned 
that making a “Reshoot Bible” helps keep the story on track and gives a good representation of 
what you’re going to reshoot and why.!
!
While we didn’t even use all of these reshoots, having everything organized into a single linear 
document made it possible to solve the massive plot problems I created. It also let us play cool 
tricks with match edits and transitions, as we knew exactly what shots we were coming in/out of.
What follows is a semi-detailed look at that document and how it was used to dictate these 
reshoots. The most important details were generally about the plot but I also included ideas 
about little jokes, quotes, props, locations, and basic ideas of motivation and character.
These crib sheets are very handy on set, because everything is isolated to one page you can 
quickly dip and scan around to see exactly what you need, rather then pouring over many pages 
trying to find a single sentence.
These pages are organized by page order, but were not necessarily shot in that order. The 
reason I organized them by story rather then date-of-reshoot was I wanted to be able to read 
through this document as a flowing whole. This way I could get a sense of the story at a glance 
and sometimes that would influence writing decisions on set, as well as help get the crew and 
cast oriented in an instant by just thumbing through a few pages. 
More then anything, this process kept me able to focus on performance and action on set 
without needed to keep the details in my head, freeing me up to get creative.
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Scene 1 - Matt and Owen watch Truth on Film !
Location: CIA Editing Room!!!
Plot!
• Matt and Owen laugh about how good the opening credits of the movie are. !
• Owen questions if this will be allowed. Matt says “Of course! This is our ticket out of here!”!
• Owen “But you wrote us into every scene.” picks up the script and reads “Welcome to
Langley, Virginia. My name is Matt Johnson-“  Matt: “Don’t read that! I want to shoot it
outside.”  Owen: “Outside? It’s freezing”!!
Establish!
• Owen’s character trait of “I don’t want trouble”!
• They are best friends!
• They’re shooting a movie!
• They want to move up onto field missions!
• They are called Major Research!
• Jared+Andy!!!
Notes!
• We will probably shoot the entire Truth on Film opening off the Steenbeck and make this one
big shot!
• This needs to set up Josh hating their movie and reversing Matt’s expectations completely !!
Props!
- Truth on Film intro printed to 16mm!
- Matt’s script!
- Truth Serum
- Band-aids
- Bandana
- BBQ Sauce
- Garbage Bags (black)
- extension cord
- Matt's CIA-Issue Gun
- Owen's CIA-Issue Gun
- 16mm Film can
- 16mm Film camera (Bolex)
- CIA folders with top secrets
- The Dossier
- Jar of bullets
- Pizza boxes
- Garden hose
- Owen's "List of Promises"
- Dirty projector
- folded up tablecloth
- Kubrick posters (various)
- Measuring tape
- Lily-white gloves
- Magnetic audio tape
!!
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Scene 2 - Boles vs Truth on Film!
Location: CIA Editing Room!!
Plot!
• Boles tells them they have to change the project by the end of the day.!
• Boles says they can’t go to his briefing !
• Matt argues and loses!
• Boles leaves!
• Jared laughs about secretly filming them.!
• Matt gets the idea to “secretly film” something!!
Establish!
• Matt hates it there!
• They hate Boles!
• They were recruited by the CIA?!
• They want to get into that briefing.!!!
Notes!
• We could really show Owen’s fear of breaking the rules here.!
• If we put back the “bugging” section of this we could set it up much better with Matt taking the
mic and running out of the room.!!
Props!
-Truth on Film ending printed to 16mm
- Kubrick photos
!
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Scene 3 - Make Zipper Plan!
Location: CIA Room!!
Plot!
• They listen to the Zipper presentation, taking notes!
• Matt decides they can do this!
• Owen doesn’t think they have a chance. Is more worried about finishing Deep Red!
• Matt says “don’t worry about deep red. A few Photos of Kubrick on screen and boring VO…”!!
Establish!
• Matt is going to get them outta there!
• NASA is in Texas!
• The CIAs current plan for Zipper!!
Notes!
• !!
Props!
- Nagra!!
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Scene 4 - Arrive at Motel!
Location: Houston Motel!!
Plot!
• Plan who they will interview tomorrow. !!
Establish!
• Owen’s wife is coming later (“this is temporary”)!
• The general plan of attack for Zipper!!!
Notes!
• end with mj excited “we’re going to catch a spy/ we’re going to catch a spy…”!!
Props!
- Tavel Bags!
- TV (with Web on it?)!
- Zipper Binder!!!!!!
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Scene 5 -Watch Sharon Interview!
Location: NASA Office!!
Plot!
• Matt yells at Owen for not asking her the right questions!
• Owen “I can’t talk to tall women. I get nervous; it becomes ridiculous.”!
• “You’re married you’re supposed to be immune to that- oh wait look at this guy! Foghorn
Leghorn.”!
• Owen “We’re getting nowhere. This plan was retarded.”!
• Matt “Hey we just started…”!
• Owen “If I don’t put something in this report that looks like progress they’re going to bring us
home.”!
• Matt “hmmmmm… Where’s his office again?” CUT!!
Establish!
• Owen/Sharon!
• Matt loves seeing himself on film!
• Webb is the big boss!!
Notes!
• Why exactly are they shooting this? Do we get away with it because it’s the Pull out to film
trick? It’s the second time we do it from footage of Sharon only now we’re shooting with 2
cameras at the same time.!!
Props!
- Sharon interview!
- Webb interview!!
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Scene 6 - Listening to Webb Tap!
Location: NASA editing room!!
Plot!
• Owen is typing up the report for CIA about the Webb tap!
• Matt is listening, just happy as hell with himself!
• Matt says “Who’s taking the first shift listening to this? Not it! I’m busy today.” Leaves.!
• Owen “Where are you even going?”!!
Establish!
• This is a victory for them, especially Matt!
• They need to listen to this wire until they find something!
• Owen’s wife arrives soon? (maybe don’t need that)!!!
Notes!
• Owen should be using the Zipper binder for codes in the report!!
Props!
- Zipper Binder!
- typewriter!
- big tape recorder/NAGRA!!
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Scene 7 - Matt asks out Sharon!
Location: Outdoors at NASA/Rice University!!
Plot!
• Matt asks Sharon on a date/for a tour/to just hang out!
• she says yes!
• Matt walks away looking really happy as Shangri La starts!!
Establish!
• This is Matt’s Shangi La!
• Matt doesn’t like Andy filming the birds!!!
Notes!
• the content of this scene will be determined by how the Shangi La montage ends up!!
Props!
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Scene 8 - Car Ride to the Desert!
Location: Sunny open Road in Fairlane!!
Plot!
• Owen asks why there’s no budget in the binder!
• Matt changes the subject with “America” on the radio. !
• They sing together!!
Establish!
• !!!
Notes!
• We should have the song actually playing in the car if we can.!!
Props!
- Avalanche Binder!!
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Scene 9 - Boles doesn't like the Test Shoot!
Location: NASA editing room!!
Plot!
• Boles tells Matt “this is garbage”!
• Matt struggles to make excuses but Boles won’t let him out. He wants real answers.!
• Matt says he’ll figure something out!!
Establish!
• Owen isn’t coming into work!
• It’s like they’re right back at the CIA. It’s hell for Matt.!
• What’s wrong with the test film “This isn’t the moon. This place isn’t the moon. Where are we
going to shoot this?”!!!
Notes!
• this has to be one camera and filmed secretly. Maybe Boles leaves and the end and the
camera dips out which gives us our nice transition move into the next shot!!
Props!
- Moonwalk film!!
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Scene 10 - Matt asks Owen to come on Geology Field Trip!
Location: Owen’s garage!!
Plot!
• Matt shows Owen the big Map of where he wants to go!
• Owen says he can’t do it!
• Matt thinks he knows what’s up. He apologizes for lying.!
• Owen doesn’t really accept, and still says he won’t go. Wants to stay close to Julie!
• Matt complains about having to go with Boles!!
Establish!
• Their relationship has changed!
• Where matt plans to go and why. “To find our moon.”!
• Owen isn’t going for Matt’s jokes anymore!
• Matt doesn’t really get it!
• Apollo 4 is about to launch (Maybe don’t need this?)!!!
Notes!
• !!
Props!
- Fencing stuff!
- Big map of destinations!!
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!!
Scene 11 - Geology Field Trip!
Location: various!!
Plot!
• Matt and Boles scour America for a suitable Moon!
• They don’t get along!
• They start getting along!
• They become friends!!
Establish!
• Mj and Boles are now friends!!
Notes!
• this is all being taken through Jared’s camera, so I don’t think we’ll need to show a BL or
anything like that. We could look pretty cool if all the shots were just from the perspective of
“what does this environment look like…”!!
Props!
- 35mm stills camera!
- tripod? Will we see this? Probably not!!
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Scene 12 - Watch Apollo 4 Moon footage!
Location: Movie Theatre!!
Plot!
• None of the locations work for the Moon!
• Owen pulls out the NASA film “watch this”!
• This is their moon, but how do they get it?!
• Owen “I think we should hire Stanley Kubrick. He’s making a movie in England right now
about going to the moon using state of the art effects. NASA is helping him.”!
• Boles says “no way, are you an idiot? He’s a civilian.”!
• Owen and Boles fight about this!
• Matt says he’ll go find out how Kubrick is doing it, under the cover of the NASA doc!!
Establish!
• Owen and Boles have a beef!!!
Notes!
• !!
Props!
- Kubrick 2001 magazine!
- Apollo 4 film!
- Geology field trip film!!
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Scene 13 - CIA Presentation!
Location: CIA Boardroom!!
Plot!
• Boles explains how they’re going to do it!
• Matt takes over at some point!
• Brackett says if they don’t succeed Apollo 11 is getting blowed up!!
Establish!
• These guys know exactly what they’re doing!
• Matt really wishes HE was the guy giving the presentation!
• the people in the room are the top top CIA people!
• They have PICKED THE ASTRONAUTS!
• A timeline for finishing the film (Ie Russian threat of getting there first)!!
Notes!
• This will intercut with all kinds of other footage, like the LEM being built, NASA mission control
stuff!
• This is filmed secretly through the window just like we did at the start of the film!!
Props!
- Slides!!
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Scene 14 - Matt Watching Brackett’s Threat!
Location: NASA Editing Room!!
Plot!
• Matt re-watches Brackett say his plan for Apollo 11!
• He packs up the film!
• He writes “Brackett - 8/12/67” on the film can!!
Establish!
• Matt is keeping a secret record of his bad boss!!
Notes!
• We should settle on the actual date for this!
• We might start the AUDIO of introducing the NASA astronauts over some of this.!!
Props!
- Brackett Film!
- Can that looks EXACTLY like the big one I bury!!
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Scene 15 - Car Crash!
Location: Outside Studio!!
Plot!
• Matt chases after Zapruder!
• they make a sharp left and Matt crashes. !
• Camera smashes!!
Establish!
• They were driving too fast!!
Notes!
• This has to cut DIRECTLY from the swipe in previous shot, so it will look like it’s all one take.!!
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Scene 16 - This Location is Compromised!
Location: Outside Studio!!
Plot!
• Matt and Jared return, looking beat up. “They got away.”!
• Owen “Who the hell was that?”!
• Matt “It’s the mole. The people we were sent here to find. They found us. If they know what
we’re doing here then it’s over, we’re dead!”!
• Boles “Relax, we don’t know what they know. Until we do the studio is on lockdown. I’ll go
back to Langley and see what Brackett can do for us.”!
• Matt and Josh continue discussing this. Owen stays out of it, clearly thinking about something
else.!!
Establish!
• !!!
Notes!
• Boles could maybe ask Andy if he got a shot of their faces. Andy says “no it was happening
too fast…I…I got scared…” Then the camera tilts down and Andy has peed his pants.!!
Props!
-
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Scene 17 - Owen Watches Footage!
Location: NASA Editing Room!!
Plot!
• Over plays Boles shooting Zapruder over and over!
• He recognizes the shape of Zapruder!
• He pulls out older cans of footage, stringing them up, watching them!
• He isolates other moments of this guy walking around NASA!
• He picks up the phone “Matt. We have a problem here.”!!
Establish!
• Andy is mad at himself for not getting a shot of their faces!!
Notes!
• The “uh, Matt we have a problem here.” is reminiscent of Apollo 13!!
Props!
- !!
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Scene 18 - Sharon, where’s Owen?!
Location: NASA !!
Plot!
• Matt is looking for Owen, who is not where he said he would be!
• See Sharon. Ask if she’s seen him.!
• “Why would I know where Owen is?” Said with some guilt.!
• Matt pauses “Hey I’m sorry I screwed things up between us. I really like you, will you give me
a second chance?”!
• Sharon just looks at Matt. Cut before she answers.!!
Establish!
• !!!
Notes!
• Maybe Matt asks about seeing 2001 here, but it might be better not to tease it and have it
revealed on the Marquee later!!
Props!
- !
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Scene 19 - Boles Missed on Purpose!
Location: NASA Editing Room!!
Plot!
• Owen shows Matt the blown up images of Zapruder. He’s following them!
• Matt is freaked. “ok give these to me.”!
• Owen “don’t show Boles. I think he’s involved in this.”!
• Matt “Whaaaaaaaaaaa???”!
• Owen “He missed on purpose. The first time this guy shows up is right after Boles joins
Avalanche.”!!
Establish!
• Owen is losing it OR Owen is right!
• The “WHO IS RIGHT” tension of the 2nd half of the film!!!
Notes!
• Matt needs to give the big “How crazy would they have to be??” speech here. Saying things
like “So the CIA is just waiting outside the studio like goons, filming us whenever they
can, and then when we spot them they bolt? It doesn’t make sense Owen.”!!
Props!
- Zapruder Photos (none that make him out clearly)!!
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Scene 20 - Owen on the Trail!
Location: NASA Editing Room!!
Plot!
• Owen doesn’t buy Boles’ story and is looking at their old NASA interviews!
• He finds Lhotsky!!
Establish!
• Owen is losing it!!!
Notes!
• We should see Milt and Mike and some other guys in this footage!!
Props!
- film prints of interviews!
- lhotsky interview!!
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Scene 21 - Same Voice!
Location: NASA Editing Room!!
Plot!
• Owen shows Matt the Lhotsky interview “Oh, we interviewed this guys?”!
• Owen plays the Webb tape “It’s the same guy.”!
• Owen explains that if this was the mole, then the Russians would already know they can’t
make it to the moon, and we’d be dead. This is proof to Owen that Josh/CIA is lying to them.!
• Matt takes the photo of Zapruder and compares it, saying it’s the same guy.!
• Matt says the voices don’t sound similar enough to know for sure.!
• “Will you drop this. We have ten days to fake the moon landing.”!!
Establish!
• !!
Notes!
• Not sure about the timeline here, but it could help us to know exactly how long they have to
finish the film. If something is established in the Boles Motel scene that plays into this it might
help us, and Owen could say that was made up also. Owen thinks the Russians are getting no
where with their space program and these are all lies coming at us from the CIA to make us
finish this faster.!
• This is where Matt can say “Owen have you ever heard of conspiracy theory before?” “Yes,
I’M IN ONE, thank you.”!
• We just cut out of “Ne Me Quitte Pas”!!
Props!
- Lhotsky film!
- Webb call!
- Zapruder photos!!
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Scene 22 - 2001 A Space Odyssey!
Location: Movie Theatre Outside/Inside!!
Plot!
• Matt and Sharon go to see 2001!
• We see the Monolith and Dawn of Man shots on the big screen!
• Matt is like “ah ha. ok. That’s pretty cool.”!!
Establish!
• Matt and Sharon are back togetta!!
Notes!
• Whole sequence will probably happen MOS, so we need a song in here.!!
Props!
- Fairlane?!
- Maquee saying “2001”!!
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Scene 23 - We are Dead!
Location: Inside Studio!!
Plot!
• Owen is freaking out that Lhotsky is dead. Says they’re next!
• Matt tries calming him down, saying it’s a coincidence!
• Owen wants to confront Boles. Matts says no.!
• Matt says “what are they going to kill Webb too?”!!
Establish!
• !!
Notes!
• This has to seem like a continuos day from Owen reading the newspaper. He should be
sweating as though he just took off the suit and we should be looking over our shoulders at
though Boles is in the same room. !
• Maybe we hear Boles in the BG or see a piece of him though the long lens!!
Props!
- !!
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Scene 24 -Webb Retires!
Location: NASA Hallway!!
Plot!
• Matt marches to confront Sharon. He’s mad.!
• Sharon is standing with other staff, watching Webb’s retirement.!
• Matt “I need to talk to you.” “Hold on. Jim Webb is retiring out of nowhere.” “…what?” “Yeah,
it’s crazy. Why would he retire just when we’re about to make it?”!
• Matt gets weird. Peaces out without saying anything!!
Establish!
• !!
Notes!
• Miles Davis theme will still be playing over the head of this scene!!
Props!
- Colour TV with Webb retirement!!
!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Scene 25 - I Quit!
Location: NASA Editing Room!!
Plot!
• Matt is editing together OUR MOVIE on the Steenbeck. (not sure which scene)!
• Owen bursts in. “I’m done. I quit. I’m telling the press”!
• Matt “You can’t, we have to finish this. I promise I can protect you whatever happens.” “What
the hell are you talking about?? Protect me? The CIA is going to kill both of us, and anybody
they think we talked to, that means MY wife. They’ll probably get Sharon too.”!
• Matt “Either you help me finish this, or I’m telling your wife about Sharon.”!!
Establish!
• !!!
Notes!
• End on a CU of Owen’s face. He hasn’t answered Matt’s question.!
• Not sure if this is one or two cameras. Either way Jared/Andy should be involved in the scene
somehow unless it’s being filmed secretly, because it concerns everyone.!
• Owen could have a “what the hell are you editing?” moment.!
• Matt doesn’t want to tell Owen about the Apollo 11 plan, or his secret plan with the film. I’m not
sure why he doesn’t just tell him the entire truth here, but it definitely makes for a better scene
if he doesn’t.!
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Scene 26 -Hide Moon Film!
Location: Matt’s Motel Room!!
Plot!
• Matt returns to his room with the moon film. Puts it in a safe under his mattress.!!
Establish!
• We need to know FOR SURE that this is the film he just shot. Maybe show him label it “Apollo
11”?!!
Notes!
• The safe needs to fit into a hole cut into the mattress. !
• This is the same room that Matt will later break the wall of!
• We need a good establish of this room, showing how Matt has been living all this time alone. It
should be a REAL dump, with garbage and food everywhere. It’s been years.!!
Props!
- Safe!
- Moon film!!
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Scene 27 - They Stole it!
Location: Matt’s Motel Room!!
Plot!
• Matt drives back to his room. Door is broken open. Room is trashed.!
• Matt looks under bed and sees the safe open and empty.!
• Note left on the desk with a gun. “Sorry. They’re coming for you. Run. -B”!
• Hear a noise from outside. Matt looks. It’s them! It’s them!!
• Zapruder and his boy stop their car and slowly walk towards the room. They have guns.!
• Matt puts the gun in his pocket and breaks a hole in the back wall.!
• They run out the hole, startling the guests inside. Matt points his gun at them and they run out
the front door.!!
Establish!
• !!
Notes!
• We were talking about cutting to Jared’s camera in his car from outside. Showing him honk
the horn when the CIA guys get there.!
• We need to make sure that the CIA guys are dressed exactly the same as in the chase.!
• Important for Andy to NOT get a perfect shot of them approaching, because it will take away
from the credibility of needing to get a shot of them during the car chase.!!
Props!
- gun!
- note!!
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Scene 28 - Later Andy!
Location: Side of the Road!!
Plot!
• Matt opens the trunk and gives Andy the film from inside. They shake hands and go their
separate ways.!
• JUMP CUT to Matt sitting alone on the side of the road, crying. He had to act tough with Andy
there; now that he’s gone: TTC (Time To Cry)!!
Establish!
• !!
Notes!
• I picture this at night or dusk. Andy should be smoking but all business. No one should look
too sad just yet while Andy is still there.!
• When Matt is crying it needs to be LONG lens and very nasty.!
• AMERICA is probably playing over this, so it can be MOS!!
Props!
- New car!
- Final film can!!
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Scene 29 - Drive to Florida-da-da-da-da!
Location: Fairlane!!
Plot!
• Matt drives to Florida!
• Matt stops the car once they’ve arrived!
• Matt composes himself in the mirror. Combs hair. Gets ready.!
• Matt gets out his gun and loads it!!
Establish!
• MJ is going to do some bad stuff!!
Notes!
• This was originally supposed to be Matt getting ready in a motel room, but I think we can
actually do all of this on the Phoenix trip (except the gun stuff)!
• This can still be intercut with News Footage of the launch preparation as we have it now.!
• America plays over all of it. MOS!!
Props!
- Gun/bullets!
- comb!!
!!!!!!
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Scene 30 - Launch Sequence SHOT ONE!
Location: Cape Kennedy Bleachers!!
Plot!
• Matt just looks suspicious/hidden in a crowd on the bleachers. !!
Establish!
• MJ is going to do some bad stuff!!
Notes!
• This sequence is being broken into single shots because they are cutting with specific archival
footage. !!
Props!
- !
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Scene 30 - Launch Sequence SHOT TWO!
Location: Same!!
Plot!
• Matt searches the bleachers for someone!
• He finally finds Sharon!
• He says “Something bad happened. I think you might be in trouble because of me.” “What are
you talking about” “I can’t tell you here, just come with me, please.” “Now?!” “Sharon, Owen’s
dead.”!!
Establish!
• Matt is very paranoid. Keeps looking over his shoulder for Jared.!!
Notes!
• This should be one shot!!
Props!
- !
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Scene 30 - Launch Sequence SHOT THREE!
Location: same!!
Plot!
• Matt and Sharon walk away from the crowd towards Matt’s car.!!
Establish!
• Sharon keeps looking back at the Rocket. Matt doesn’t.!!
Notes!
• Man, Jared is sure getting a lot of footage at this launch huh? Shot reverse shots of us
watching the rocket, intercutting with medium static shots of the vice president. It’s just
amazing! Why did we ever need Andy on the crew at all?! !!
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Scene 31 - Ya Ded Ya Ded Ya Ded!
Location: Sharon’s Motel!!
Plot!
• Matt and Sharon frantically drive up to her room on the found floor of the motel and run inside!
• Boles is waiting with a gun!
• Matt explains that he has a film of everything and if he dies Andy will leak it!
• Boles shoots Sharon 3 times in the chest (silencer)!
• Boles “Ok, help me clean this up”!
• Matt is stunned as Boles drags Sharon’s body away from the door. !
• Matt shuts the door!
• A gunshot goes off (not silenced)!
• The door opens and Matt walks out. Boles is dead in the BG!!
Establish!
• !!
Notes!
• All shot from the car in the parking lot!
• Should be dusk for this to really work!!
Props!
- Gun!
- Huge Red-Headed Woman!!
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!!
Conclusion!
The most valuable lesson I learned from this film was about preparation. I thought I knew what this movie 
was before we started shooting, and that arrogance blinded me to the story problems that were plain as day 
on the page. I was too afraid to put in the work early (by writing a script or rehearsing the film) that I left a 
huge job for myself after principle photography was done. We had 30 registered shoot days on the schedule; 
by the time I was done with the reshoots I needed to fix the film, we had shot well over 90 days…!
!
Fear of planning for me boils down to not being able to confront my own un-preparedness. I rely on my ability 
to convince people that I can do the impossible as a shield against providing the documents that SHOW I 
know what I’m doing. This inevitably puts me in the position of having to bs my way though most of 
production without having a clue how I’m going to put the story together in the edit. It really is as though my 
character in the film is making this movie, complete with the lies and betrayals which plagued us both. !
!
To make these films (Dirties, Avalanche) work in the end requires thousands of hours in the editing room 
hooking together the only parts of production that actually worked and building the story from the ground up. 
It’s during that process that I discover what the film really is and where I can stand on it. It sucks that I can’t 
make these decisions before seeing the footage, but for some reason I find it impossible to write strong 
stories from anywhere but the edit room. I just don’t have it in me, and with this process I have learned to 
embrace that brutal quality to the peril of my collaborators (Sorry Miller, sorry Curt).!
!
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APPENDIX D
Over black film leader we hear the voice of MATT JOHNSON (26), he’s testing a 
microphone.
The picture burns on, it’s grainy, black and white 16mm.
Matt stands in...
EXT. FIELD, CIA HEADQUARTERS - DAY1 1
It's fall 1967 in Langley, Virginia.  Autumn leaves cover the ground.  In the 
distance is CIA headquarters.
Matt is attempting the introduction to OPERATION: DEEP RED.  He speaks directly 
to camera. Matt is manic, funny, and clearly better suited to goofing around 
with a camera over leading the MAJOR RESEARCH division of the CIA.
Reader’s Note: Information about missions was disseminated within the CIA via 
filmed memos.  OPERATION: DEEP RED was the CIA’s investigation of Stanley 
Kubrick and the methods he used to obtain the classified information ostensibly 
used in the production of DR. STRANGELOVE in 1964. 
He introduces himself (Yale graduated, six years at the CIA, propaganda analyst) 
as the leader of the mission.  He introduces his chief researcher, OWEN WILLIAMS 
(25), and the two CAMERA MEN filming him.  He almost gets to the end and screws 
it up.  He tries again.  He screws it up again.
Finally he asks Owen to do it instead. Owen is the perfect straight-man to 
Matt’s frenetic persona: logical, patriotic, and captious as hell. Owen agrees 
to take over the scene and strolls into frame.  Matt tells him what to say and 
where to walk.
Owen attempts the intro. He’s not half the performer that Matt is but he gives 
it his best.  Halfway through the scene he FALLS INTO A TRAP that has been dug 
in the field and hidden under a layer of leaves. 
Matt and the Crew burst into laughter.  This was obviously a prank orchestrated 
by Matt.  Owen sticks his head up from inside the pit, covered in dust. He can’t 
help but laugh himself.
WE CUT TO:
INT. OFFICE, CIA HEADQUARTERS - DAY2 2
The same moment we just saw is now being watched on a flatbed Steenbeck 16mm 
editing system by Matt, Owen and Crew.  Everyone's having a chuckle at the 
footage.
(CONTINUED)
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They're in a small office that is serving as the base of operations for Deep 
Red.  Owen makes a point about wasting government resources.  Matt counters that 
the government is wasting their time with this stupid mission.  The only reason 
they’re working so hard on the film and making it so great so their bosses will 
be impressed enough to promote them to some actual field work.
The conversation turns to OPERATION: ZIPPER.  It’s rumored to be the CIA’s 
search for spies within NASA. Matt heard about it from their boss, COL. 
BRACKETT, who told him they’re trying to figure out who to send on this mission 
but won’t tell him anything else. Brackett doesn’t think Matt and his MAJOR 
RESEARCH division could handle a field mission of that magnitude. 
Matt wants to prove him wrong.
INT. EXECUTIVE FLOOR, ARCHIVES, CIA HEADQUARTERS - DAY3 3
Pretending to still be filming OPERATION: DEEP RED, Matt strolls up to the 
ARCHIVE RECEPTIONIST’s desk while talking to the camera in character. He leads 
the camera crew past the receptionist into the CIA film archive. As  they pass 
she tells them no one is allowed to go in there, but Matt says they’re mandated 
to do so for their operation, and they’ll only be one minute. She’s convinced, 
by charm if not logic. 
Inside the archive Matt quickly runs to the aisle marked “Z” and grabs a film 
container marked “OPERATION: ZIPPER”
INT. OFFICE, CIA HEADQUARTERS - DAY4 4
Owen feels guilty about stealing the memo.  Matt tells him to relax.
He strings up the film and they watch:
ONSCREEN5 5
A booming voice narrates a 1960s era documentary style film memo.
Over images of NASA, the Narrator describes how there are suspicions among CIA 
officials that there is a mole within the Space Agency.  A Soviet spy.
There is an image of a Russian newspaper, PRAVDA.  The headline is translated: 
AMERICAN ASTRONAUTS BURN ON LAUNCH PAD.
Then there is an image of the New York Times.  The headline reads: 3 APOLLO 
ASTRONAUTS DIE IN FIRE.
CONTINUED:2 2
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The camera zooms in on the dates of both newspapers as the Narrator explains 
that the Russian paper came out two days before the New York Times.
The Narrator explains that the CIA is looking into ways to plant an operative 
within NASA to find the mole. It details the historical context of the Cold War 
and the ultimate importance of the Space Race.
The film ends.
Matt tells Owen and Crew that he has the perfect way for them to get on Zipper.
INT. BOARDROOM, CIA HEADQUARTERS - DAY6 6
A room filled with half a dozen Psychological Operations (PSYOP) CIA men, 
including Matt and Owen, watch the OPERATION: DEEP RED film.  Projected on 
screen, we see Matt presenting his findings on how Stanley Kubrick was able to 
recreate the interior of a B-52 for his film Dr. Strangelove. It’s a convincing 
piece of work, both stylish and funny.
The film’s conclusion is that it would have been possible for Kubrick to 
construct the cockpit using legally obtained photographs and some imagination.  
Espionage was not involved.
The film ends.  The lights come on. Silence.
Matt and Owen are seated across from their boss, COL BRACKETT (50), his 
assistant-in-training, JOSHUA BOLES (30), and various other PSY-OPs agents and 
analysts.  
The tone in this room could not be more serious; stridently different than the 
mirth of the previous scenes.  Matt and Owen’s body language tells us that 
they’re in the presence of the big Boss.
Brackett is an old school military man who clearly has seen some action. The 
kind of guy you expect to see smoking a cigar all hours of the day. He’s stern 
and leathery and no one would dare speak before him.
Matt and Owen look at one another like “are we dead?”
Brackett breaks the quiet with a round of applause. He congratulates Matt on his 
excellent work and pats him on the back with a smile. The tension melts from the 
room. Brackett makes the point that they took a ridiculous mission and turned in 
great work.
Matt surprises everyone by changing the subject: He makes a pitch for his team 
to be put on OPERATION: ZIPPER.
CONTINUED:5 5
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He reasons, “A basic undercover agent can’t do this.  They would stick out like 
a sore thumb!  A mole who’s working at NASA will know more about that agency 
than we ever could.  We need to go in as idiots who know nothing.  A doc crew.  
We could bug phones, film conversations, and build relationships.”
Brackett angrily asks how they even knew the details of ZIPPER. Matt confesses 
they stole the film. It makes him and his team look resourceful and Brackett 
nods, impressed. But he isn’t convinced enough to send them into the field. 
“There’s no way that plan will work. People will know they’re being watched by 
you.”  Matt says, "Oh yeah?  You're on camera right now."  He points INTO CAMERA 
which is hidden outside the room in a hallway and the whole room turns to look 
into the apparently hidden camera.  Matt is on a roll and keeps pushing:  "and I 
would also like to put in a request for new cameras.  We'd like to shoot in 
Cinemascope, Sir."
CUT TO BLACK
The film comes back in GLORIOUS FULL COLOUR:
INT.  CAR, ON THE ROAD TO HOUSTON - DAY7 7
Matt, Owen, and Crew are rolling down the highway.  The windows are down, the 
sky is blue, and the sun is glaring.  They're laughing it up in the car.  They 
did it!  Matt's plan worked.  The RADIO BLARES the pop hits of the day.
EXT. MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER (NASA) - DAY8 8
They arrive outside of NASA Headquarters in Houston and get out of the car.  
It’s impressive.
INT. MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER (NASA) - CONTINUOUS9 9
A beautiful young woman who had been waiting by the entrance sees the camera and 
walks over to them.  She introduces herself as IRIS VON BRAUN (20).  She’s 
beautiful and perfectly professional, but way ahead of her time in terms of 
style and gender politics. Long hair, casual dress.
She’s been assigned as the media liaison for their documentary film.  Matt is 
instantly in love.  
Iris leads them inside and proceeds to give a tour of the building.
The place is in full swing, it’s the height of the space race and we work our 
way through the busy offices and laboratories (all in one uninterrupted shot). 
CONTINUED:6 6
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Scientists and technicians buzzing around chalkboards covered in schematics and 
math. Construction workers build prototypes under the watch of lab assistants 
with clipboards. It’s been a madhouse since JFK made his Rice University speech 
in ‘62, promising the world they’d land on the moon by 1969.
The tour ends in the basement where Iris leaves them in a room they can use as a 
makeshift office.  It’s dingy and crappy, but perfect for their purposes.  There 
are smaller offices attached that they can also use.
Matt is psyched. We did it!
MONTAGE IN HOUSTON10 10
-Matt and Owen setting up cameras, mics, wiretaps around NASA
-Decorating the main office with the stuff of a documentary film crew
-Decorating the smaller attached offices with the stuff of a CIA operation
-Setting up motel rooms nearby NASA. This is where the team will live until
ZIPPER is completed.
-Shooting interviews with NASA staff
Reader’s Note: These interviews will put many things into context.  We’ll get a 
clear picture of: Cold War attitudes, Space Race progress, anti-Communist 
feelings, and technical jargon used within NASA.
-Filming Astronaut training
-Matt spying on Iris
-Owen talking to his wife on the phone in motel room
-Playing pranks back and forth.  General fun and games
-Matt dropping off film canisters for CURT LOBB, the lab assistant who processes
the film
INT. OPERATION ZIPPER OFFICE, NASA - NIGHT11 11
Owen sits at a desk building a list of potential moles.  Matt sits at the 
Steenbeck watching footage of Iris.  He’s scheming on how to get in her pants.
Owen interrupts and begins questioning their mission.  He doesn’t like the idea 
of spying on Americans. The CIA has a legal mandate to never pry into the lives 
of US citizens and ZIPPER is clearly a departure from that sworn promise.
CONTINUED:9 9
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Matt explains that it’s for the greater good.  They have to find the mole or 
America will lose the space race, the cost of which far outweighs the loss of 
American freedom. “The ends justify the means.”
INT. PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE, NASA - DAY12 12
Iris sits down to be interviewed by Matt and Crew.  Owen isn’t there.  Matt 
helps her put on a wireless microphone (CIA special issue, very cool).
Matt interviews her about her job at NASA.  She explains that she’s still a 
student and she’s working here during the summer.  Her Dad, a rocketry engineer, 
got her the job.
The interview is done and Iris asks suggestively about Owen.  Matt is a bit 
miffed.  He explains that Owen is married.
Things get a bit awkward.  Matt and Crew hastily pack up and leave.
INT. OPERATION ZIPPER OFFICE, NASA - DAY13 13
Matt and Crew arrive back at the office where Owen is adding to his list of 
potential moles. 
Andy, one of the cameramen, discovers that Iris’ microphone is still on.  She 
forgot to give it back.
Matt puts it on a speaker.
We can hear everything she says as she goes about her day at NASA.  Matt listens 
intently. 
She goes into her Father’s office and interrupts him on the phone. We hear a 
brief exchange between her dad and some unknown person. Iris and her dad have a 
brief exchange about dinner plans for later that day.  Iris exits his office.
We hear her entering a washroom.  The Crew really gets excited about this.  Owen 
rolls his eyes, telling them to turn it off.
As she enters a stall she discovers that she’s still wearing the microphone.  
She switches it OFF.
The Crew is disappointed.
Owen picks up his phone.  He talks to a NASA receptionist.  He’s requesting an 
interview with Jim Webb, the head of NASA.
The receptionist explains that Jim Webb is too busy to sit down for an 
interview, and that he will be busy for the foreseeable future.
CONTINUED:11 11
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Owen hangs up the phone.  He tells Matt and Crew that Webb is still avoiding 
them.
Matt agrees that it’s suspicious.  He says with determination that they will 
break into his office that night.
Owen doesn’t like that idea.  Bugging phones of low level employees is one 
thing, but the head of NASA is a different story.
They debate it until they are interrupted by a KNOCK at the door.  They’re 
spooked for a moment.  Matt hesitantly yells, “Come in.”
The door opens and Iris enters.  She apologizes for interrupting.  The 
atmosphere in the room changes.
She hands Matt the wireless microphone.  Matt thanks her.  She comments on the 
cool office and leaves.
INT. HALLWAY, NASA - NIGHT14 14
Matt, Owen, and Crew sneak up to Jim Webb’s office door.  Matt kneels down and 
picks the lock.
After a few minutes of work, the door swings open.
INT. JIM WEBB’S OFFICE, NASA - CONTINUOUS15 15
They slip into the office and close the door behind them.  Owen immediately 
voices his concerns: this is wrong, and illegal.
Matt tells him to stop complaining and bug the phone.  Owen unhappily sits down 
at Webb’s desk and starts working on the phone.
Matt goes around the office looking through drawers.  He picks the lock on a 
filing cabinet.
Owen finishes bugging the phone.  He says that they should leave.
Matt opens the filing cabinet to find a treasure trove of Classified NASA 
documents.  He starts leafing through them excitedly, taking photos with a small 
spy camera.
Owen gets angry at this.  He demands to leave immediately.  Matt finally closes 
the filing cabinet.
They exit the office.
CONTINUED:13 13
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INT. OPERATION ZIPPER OFFICE, NASA - DAY16 16
Matt sits at the Steenbeck, watching footage of Iris, pining for her.
Owen walks over with microfilm in his hand.  He shows Matt the documents from 
Webb’s office. They’re mysterious: all marked URGENT and TOP SECRET with nearly 
all pertinent information redacted in thick black ink. If Webb was leaking 
secrets, this is how he would be covering his tracks...
Owen notices what Matt has been watching on the Steenbeck. He tells Matt that he 
should be focused on the mission rather that ogling some college girl all the 
time.
Matt accuses him of being jealous that Matt is still a bachelor and can chase 
all the college girls he wants.
Owen quickly gets fed up with the teasing and goes into one of the smaller 
offices.  Matt watches him as he picks up the phone and shuts the door.
Matt turns back to the footage of Iris.
INT. OPERATION ZIPPER OFFICE, NASA - LATER17 17
The phone rings, Matt answers.  It’s Brackett.  From the looks of it, Matt’s 
getting an earful.
Matt tries to defend himself but he’s no match for Brackett.  Finally the call 
ends and Matt hangs up.  He yells out for Owen.
Owen emerges from the smaller office.
Matt tells him that Brackett just called saying Owen had called him complaining 
about bugging Jim Webb’s phone.  Matt is furious about Owen undermining his 
authority.  
He says that Brackett laid into him, saying he’s having doubts as to whether the 
team is capable of carrying out the mission, and whether Owen has the guile for 
this type of work.  
Now Brackett is sending Mjr. Boles down to check up on them. Owen had better 
have their Potential Target List finished to show him...
EXT. MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER (NASA) - DAY18 18
Matt and Owen are waiting outside nervously.  Matt is still pissed at Owen.
(CONTINUED)
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Boozy walks in toward them from the parking lot.  They try to be friendly, but 
Boles is all business.
INT. OPERATION ZIPPER OFFICE, NASA - DAY19 19
Matt shows Boles some of the surveillance they’ve conducted so far.  He tries to 
put a positive spin on the fact that so far they haven’t found anything.
Boles is not impressed.  He sees right through Matt’s smoke screen.  He tells 
them to keep working, but if there are any more screw ups, Brackett will pull 
the plug. It’s the exact opposite of the enthusiastic congratulations they 
received after finishing DEEP RED.
INT. OPERATION ZIPPER OFFICE, NASA - LATER20 20
Boles is gone.  Morale is at an all time low.  Matt breaks the tension between 
him and Owen by doing a hilarious imitation of Boles.
The surveillance light goes on: activity on Webb’s phone.  Owen puts on the 
headphones and listens.
Suddenly Owen starts frantically gesturing to Matt.  Owen turns up the volume on 
the live phone call they are listening to.
It's Jim Webb talking to an Unknown Man.  Matt is unsure of why Owen was so 
excited and Owen decodes it for him.
Webb is confiding in him that NASA is not technically capable of making it to 
the moon by the end of the decade.  “There’s no way we’ll make it by ‘69.  It’ll 
be ‘75 at the earliest.”  The call ends.
Matt and Owen are in shock.  They discuss the ramifications of this information 
getting out.  What if the mole knows this?
Matt says he'll call Brackett back and tell him about this new bombshell. 
INT.  OPERATION ZIPPER OFFICE, NASA - NIGHT21 21
Matt sits alone, listening to the recording of Webb's phone call over and over 
again. He picks up the phone, hangs it up. Picks it up. Hangs it up.
CONTINUED:18 18
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INT.  OPERATION ZIPPER OFFICE, NASA - DAY22 22
Matt is talking into the camera.  "Film me, film me, film me, film me!  From now 
on, Andy, whenever I'm talking, you shoot."
Owen enters, looks Matt up and down and says, "Are you wearing the same clothes 
as yesterday?  Did you sleep here?"  Matt says "Yes!"
Matt wheels in a large antiquated radio.  He plugs it in and fiddles around with 
the dial.  Owen looks confused.
Matt lands on the desired frequency.  Four high pitched notes play in a loop, 
surrounded by static.  Matt asks what they are listening to. The guys are 
unimpressed; it’s easy to identify the sound of Sputnik.
Matt decodes it by asking the guys a series of simple questions.  
“What’s Sputnik?”
“It’s a Russian satellite orbiting the earth.”
“And why can we hear it?”
“Because the Russians want us to know that they made it to space before we did.”
This goes on and on with Matt really getting on Owen’s nerves.
Matt calls Sputnik nothing more than a hoax.  That the Russians merely sent out 
a radio signal and that by doing so, they terrified every housewife in America.  
“They got us thinking the Russians are in our houses.”
Matt asks them if they’ve ever seen Sputnik, they agree that they haven’t, that 
it’s too small to see with the naked eye.  They don’t get where he’s going with 
this train of thought.
Matt turns the radio around and holds up the chord.  It’s not even plugged in.  
Inside, he had hidden a small beeping machine which he pulls out and shows to 
them.
Owen denies this, saying Sputnik is real.  Matt agrees, “Maybe so, but we’ve 
never seen it, we believe it because of the beeps.  Nobody knows what Sputnik 
does, but we’re all horrified by it.”
The guys still aren’t picking up Matt’s wavelength.
“This is what we’ve gotta do.  Put a little beeping box on the Moon.”
Owen is dumbfounded and incredulous.  "Why are you telling this? What the hell 
does this have to do with anything?”
(CONTINUED)
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“I told Brackett about NASA. He wants us to fake the moon landing.”
INT.  OPERATION ZIPPER OFFICE, NASA - NIGHT23 23
The energy of their new mission fills the air. Matt is trying to plan a test 
shoot of the fake moon landing. He sketches ideas manically onto a chalkboard 
while reading from a dozen books scattered around the room.
Owen is on the phone with his wife, Julie.  He’s making plans for them to move 
into a rental house.  It’s clear from the tone that Julie is not happy about it.
Matt mocks Owen to the camera.  Owen doesn’t like it.  Finally the call ends.
Matt hatches a plan to get Iris to unwittingly help with the test shoot.  
They'll get her to provide spacesuits and accessories for the "Documentary".
Owen says he can’t tomorrow, he has to meet his wife at the airport and move 
into the rental house.  Matt is not impressed.
INT.  STORAGE ROOM, NASA - DAY24 24
Matt pushes a dolly around while Iris leads the way.  He excitedly throws 
spacesuits and accessories onto the dolly.  Like a kid in a candy store.
Matt flirts with Iris.  She’s starting to fall for his charms.
He tells her he has an idea.
INT. MATT’S CAR - DAY25 25
Matt is driving with Iris in the passenger seat.  He’s directing her as she 
applies fake blood to her head.  
The car pulls up to Owen’s rental house.
EXT. OWEN’S RENTAL HOUSE - CONTINUOUS26 26
Matt and Iris get out of the car.  Iris’ fake head wound looks great.  Matt 
picks up Iris and she plays dead.  Matt runs up to Owen’s front door carrying 
her.
He screams frantically for help.  Owen and his pregnant wife Julie (28) answer 
the door.  They see Iris and freak out.  Julie starts screaming.  
CONTINUED:22 22
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Matt frantically tries to explain that he ran her down with his car, but can’t 
even get through it before he and Iris burst out laughing.
Owen is pissed.
INT. OPERATION ZIPPER OFFICE, NASA - NIGHT27 27
Matt is watching old NASA film reels on the Steenbeck, trying to figure out how 
to shoot a fake moon landing.
INT. OPERATION ZIPPER OFFICE, NASA - DAY28 28
Matt’s testing out the spacesuits and accessories.  He’s having the time of his 
life.  Owen’s pouring over photos and charts of data, looking for clues on the 
mole.
Owen and Matt have an argument about what their priorities are here.  Owen 
insists that they focus on the mole, but Matt counters that the fake moon 
landing is their top priority.
Owen comes right out and says that he thinks Matt is lying, and that the CIA 
never gave them the order to focus on faking the moon landing.
Matt picks up the phone and dials.  Owen asks who he’s calling.  Matt says, 
“Brackett.”
The phone picks up.  Matt goes on and on about the tests they are doing for the 
moon landing.
Finally he hangs up.  Owen is convinced for now.
EXT.  DESERT WASTELAND - DAY29 29
In the hot Texas desert, Matt and Owen shoot the first slow motion space suit 
test.  They’re trying to figure out if there’s any way they can do this thing.
Owen, wearing the space suit, prances across the sad dunes.  Matt directs him.  
Owen complains endlessly.  This is the most absurd thing Matt has coerced him 
into yet.
INT. OPERATION ZIPPER OFFICE, NASA - NIGHT30 30
Matt cuts together a gag reel of “The Girls of NASA”. It’s a music video using 
all the footage they have of hot women working in the building, with a specific 
focus on Iris von Braun. It’s a way for Matt to pass the time as he waits for 
their moon test footage to come back from the lab. He’s having a great time.
CONTINUED:26 26
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Owen sits in the background listening to phone calls with headphones on while 
making notes.
He comes across a tape of a phone call with Matt’s voice on it.  It’s Matt’s 
supposed conversation with Brackett from previously. 
Owen listens as Matt goes on and on while on the other end is the sound of a 
DIAL TONE.  He was faking it!
Owen takes off the headphones and storms past Matt into a smaller office.  He 
picks up the phone and slams the door. Matt shrugs, having no idea what got Owen 
so angry.
INT.  OPERATION ZIPPER OFFICE, NASA - DAY31 31
The next morning Owen enters to find Matt setting up a projector.  He’s been 
here all night.  He has turned the office into a makeshift theatre.  He gets 
everyone to sit down, kills the lights, and starts the film.
ONSCREEN we see a MONTAGE of the various women who work at NASA.  Matt has 
combed their documentary footage for the sexiest shots of every boob and every 
butt.  A title card reads: THE GIRLS OF NASA. 
All the guys love it, except Owen, who’s not amused.  
The MONTAGE climaxes in a series of highly sexualized shots of Iris.  This 
really gets the guys going.
So much so that no one hears a KNOCK at the door.
Matt is adding his own crude commentary to the film.  Owen shakes his head.
Suddenly the door opens and casts light across the room.  Matt scrambles to 
pause the film.
In the doorway stands Iris, Col. Brackett, and Mjr. Boles.  Iris starts to 
explain that these “PBS Executives” are here to visit the documentary crew when 
she sees her own sexualized image up on screen for the entertainment of these 
creepy older guys.
She’s shocked.  “Oh my God.” 
Matt tries to explain, but she turns and leaves before he can.  He’s immediately 
ashamed.  And now he has bigger fish to fry with Brackett and Boles.
They storm in, all business.
“Alright Johnson, what's this about a fake fuckin' moon landing?"  
CONTINUED:30 30
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Matt has to come clean to everyone about his deception.  The CIA didn't know 
about the fake moon landing.  They didn't even know about the intercepted Jim 
Webb phone call. He never called them as he promised he would.
Matt explains everything and tries to make the case that what they are doing is 
necessary. He only kept it a secret in case they failed and didn’t want to 
tarnish their reputation until he knew it would work. He begs for a chance to 
finish it.   
Brackett laughs at the ridiculousness of it.  "You're done."
In a last ditch effort, Matt begs him just to watch some of the footage they've 
been working on.  Matt hits the lights and rolls the film. 
ONSCREEN we see the desert test footage.  It looks amazing.  With the slow 
motion effects and all the NASA gear, it looks pretty believable as a foreign 
planet. Once Matt realizes the room is hooked in he starts to narrate the 
particulars of the scene, explaining what they’ll change and how the footage 
will effect people. It’s a marketing pitch. An ad campaign. 
The film ends.  Silence.
Brackett: "Who else knows about this?"  
Matt: "Just us.  And the mole doesn't know we can't make it to the moon."  (If 
they did know, it would be front page news in Russia already).  Matt points out 
this means the space race is really on.  
Brackett and Boles leave without a word and go into a smaller office.
When they're out the door Owen lunges at Matt and wrestles him to the floor.  
"You son of a bitch!"  They scrap long enough for Matt to get punched in the 
nose.  The crew separates them (while continuing to shoot).
The door opens and Owen and Matt try to compose themselves.  Brackett and Boles 
re-enter.  Matt's nose is dripping blood.  Brackett gets up real close to his 
face.  
He takes a moment.  He looks to Boles who nods in the affirmative  "Alright.  
We’ll get behind this, but Agent Boles will stay down here and join the team as 
the reporting agent."
EXT.  JIM WEBB’S BACKYARD - DAY32 32
It's July 4th, 1968.  All of NASA seems to be in Jim Webb's beautiful backyard 
for a celebratory barbeque.  They shoot off fireworks during the day!
CONTINUED:31 31
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Matt and Boles are chatting by the pool.  They're talking about movies and 
really having a good time.  Matt’s discovering that they have a lot in common 
and Boles is actually pretty easy going.
Boles reveals that he’s worked on CIA propaganda operations before and that he 
was impressed with the work Matt did on DEEP RED. Josh seems to know all the 
right things to say to an egotistical maniac like Matt.
Owen comes over wearing a straw hat and zinc all over his nose.  He tries to be 
civil but Matt lays into him for his betrayal to Brackett and acts quite smug 
about being right all along.
Owen can’t take Matt’s shit and heads over to the bar.  
Matt spies Iris arriving at the party.  His feelings of shame come rushing back.  
To avoid her, he jumps in the pool with his microphone on.  STATIC
EXT.  JIM WEBB’S BACKYARD - NIGHT33 33
The party has really loosened up.  People are drunk and dancing, falling in the 
pool.  Matt and Boles are chatting up a couple of nerdy/cute NASA girls.
Matt, noting Boles’ love of drinking, bestows the nickname Boozy upon him.  
Everyone laughs it up, Boozy included.
In the background the camera catches Owen and Iris, drunk, sneaking off 
together.
INT. OPERATION AVALANCHE OFFICE, NASA - NIGHT34 34
Matt, alone, watches the moon test footage on the Steenbeck.  He comments aloud 
that he has no idea how to fake the moon backgrounds, and how ridiculous the 
test footage actually looks. He’s amazed Brackett went for this plan and is 
feeling like he’ll never be able to deliver on this.
Frustrated, he kicks back and starts flipping through a film industry magazine.  
He happens upon an article about the making of 2001: A Space Odyssey.
In it are pictures of the special effects methods used by Kubrick.  Matt has a 
eureka moment.
CONTINUED:32 32
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INT.  OPERATION AVALANCHE OFFICE, NASA - DAY35 35
The next day Owen shows up late, and extremely hungover.  He quietly approaches 
Matt and apologizes for selling him out to Brackett.  Matt accepts his apology 
and apologizes for being so smug.
Owen takes a seat and Matt unveils OPERATION: AVALANCHE to him, Boozy, and Crew.  
Matt is super enthused and gives a rousing pitch.  He has it all planned: 
they’ll build the sets on a soundstage in town and film using NASA resources.
But the first step is to go to England to the set of 2001: A Space Odyssey to 
steal Kubrick’s special effects techniques.
INT. HALLWAY, NASA - DAY36 36
Matt finds Iris in the hall.  
Matt asks if she will do a huge favour and go with them to England as a liaison 
to Kubrick’s 2001 set.   She’s still sore about the Girls of NASA film and so 
Matt really has to butter her up. 
He says that he wants to interview Kubrick’s NASA consultants for his 
documentary.  
Finally she agrees.
INT. OPERATION AVALANCHE OFFICE, NASA - DAY37 37
Matt bursts in the door, pumped that Iris is coming to England.  Owen is 
surprised and concerned that she’s coming.  He thinks it’s crazy to let her in 
on anything: for all they know, she herself could be the mole.
Matt tells him he’s acting crazy and paranoid, and the trip will help loosen him 
up.
Owen says that he won’t be able to go because he doesn’t want to be out of the 
country in case Julie goes into labour. 
Just Matt, Iris, and Boozy will go.
INT. AIRPLANE - DAY38 38
Matt, Iris, and Boozy fly to England with one cameraman (Jared).
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MONTAGE OF LONDON39 39
-Matt, Iris, and Boozy go sight-seeing at different tourist destinations
-Boozy gives Matt tips on wooing Iris
-Matt and Iris get flirty at a pub
-They wander drunkenly through the London streets
-Goofing off in the hotel room late at night.  Matt does a Jacques Brel
imitation after seeing him on TV.
-The next morning Boozy knocks on Matt’s hotel room door.  After a few minutes,
Matt and Iris emerge with mischievous grins.
INT. 2001 SET, LONDON - DAY40 40
MONTAGE of Matt visiting the set, taking photos of everything, particularly the 
front-projection technology.
INT. BRITISH PHONE BOOTH - DAY41 41
Matt is on the phone talking to Owen who is frantic.  He thinks they’re being 
watched.  He’s found what looks like another camera crew filming the Operation: 
Avalanche crew in the documentary footage.
Matt asks if Andy is filming him at this moment.  Owen incredulously says, “No, 
are you stupid?”
Matt orders him to get Andy to film him and then call him back.
Matt hangs up the phone.
Matt waits in the phone booth for a minute.
Finally, the phone RINGS.  Matt picks up.
INT. OPERATION AVALANCHE OFFICE, NASA - CONTINUOUS42 42
Owen sits at the Steenbeck, phone in hand.
We watch as Owen scrolls through footage, looking for more instances of them 
being watched.  Again and again, we see the unknown camera crew appearing in the 
background of their NASA footage. He’s unravelling a mystery with Matt on the 
phone but neither of them know what it means. The Avalanche team is under 
surveillance.
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INT. OPERATION AVALANCHE OFFICE, NASA - DAY43 43
Matt and Boozy return frantically to the office.  Boozy demands to see the 
footage of the other camera crew.
Owen is one step ahead: he’s blown up images of the supposed spies in the 
footage and posted the pictures on the wall of the office.
Owen is more paranoid than anyone.  Conspiracy theories abound.  Who are they?  
Russians?  Cubans?  
Boozy calls Brackett who tells them, “I need names.  Get me names!”
Owen turns over his revised Potential Target List to Boozy.
INT.  SOUNDSTAGE - DAY44 44
The team arrives on their new movie set, code-named “STAGE WEST”.
MONTAGE: Setting up the Soundstage
-Laying out the Kubrick photos and plans
-Hiring special effects master JOEY SHANKS to help with their “Moon landing sci-
fi film”
-Iris calling Matt in the office and Matt ignoring the calls
-Building sets
-Putting up front-projection screens
-Shooting moon backdrops
INT. OPERATION AVALANCHE OFFICE, NASA - DAY45 45
Matt is cutting footage on the Steenbeck.  There’s a knock at the door.  He says 
“Come in”.
It’s Iris.  She’s awkward and asks to speak in private.  She and Matt step 
outside.  We can still hear the sound from Matt’s microphone.
Iris is confronting Matt about ignoring her lately.  He apologizes, explaining 
that he’s been busy with work.  She doesn’t really buy it.
(CONTINUED)
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She asks if they can hang out this weekend.  He says he can’t.  She’s 
frustrated.  He says maybe next week.  She tells him to forget about it and 
storms off.
INT. SOUNDSTAGE - DAY46 46
The crew is working on a full scale replica of the LEM, the lunar lander.  Matt 
is really pumped up about it.
Owen comes charging in with the day’s paper.  He shows it to Matt and Boozy.  
The headline: TWO NASA SCIENTISTS DIE IN SINGLE CAR ACCIDENT.
Matt tries to brush it off as a coincidence.  Owen insists that there’s more to 
it, that the CIA was involved in the deaths. Both their names were on the Target 
List he gave to Boozy...
Boozy tells him he’ll look into it.
INT.  CAFETERIA, NASA - DAY47 47
Matt finds Iris sitting alone, eating lunch.  He apologizes for not being around 
and says he really needs her help with the documentary.
He gives her a folder with stills of people from the documentary footage, 
including the other “spy” film crew.  He asks Iris for names and information on 
all of them, for the credits of the documentary.
Really, Matt’s intention is to figure out who the unidentified film crew is 
without making it obvious to Iris.
Iris begrudgingly agrees.  She makes it clear that she’s doing it for NASA and 
the Apollo documentary, not for Matt.
INT.  OPERATION AVALANCHE OFFICE, NASA - DAY48 48
The team sits around writing the famous "one small step..." dialogue.  Matt and 
Josh are obsessed with it.  Owen is distant.  Finally he pipes up with 
objections to the whole plan.  The deeper they go, the more wrong it all feels.  
Owen has a fundamental moral issue with fooling the American people and doesn’t 
think the ends justify the means in this case.
Matt won't hear it.  He makes a compelling argument for Avalanche as an end to 
the Cold War.  They are interrupted by the sound of FOOTSTEPS outside the door.  
They run to see who it is, but whoever it was is gone.
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INT.  IRIS’ OFFICE, NASA - DAY49 49
Matt finds Iris.  She's found most of the names he requested, but was unable to 
identify the mysterious people from the stills.  "They don't work here..."
INT.  OPERATION AVALANCHE OFFICE, NASA - DAY50 50
Matt puts up pictures of the two mystery men.  "These are them.  These are the 
moles.  And they know we're up to something because they're following us.”
Matt shows Owen and Boozy further footage of  them from other shots.  They're 
everywhere!
Owen is skeptical.  He doesn’t believe that Iris couldn’t identify them.  He 
suggests that maybe Iris is the mole and that the other camera crew is working 
for her.
Matt and Boozy both laugh hysterically at this accusation.  Owen is pissed.
Boozy goes into the next room to make a phone call.
Owen whispers to Matt, "When did this start happening, us being followed?" 
Matt: "In July.  At the start of Avalanche."  Owen gestures accusingly towards 
Boozy in the other room. "Right when he showed up...  Be careful who you trust."
Boozy sees Owen pointing at him.  He hangs up the phone and comes out, demanding 
to know what Owen thinks is going on.  
They get into an argument that escalates into a shoving match.
The phone rings.  Owen’s wife is going into labour.  He takes off for the 
hospital.
INT. SOUNDSTAGE - DAY51 51
Matt and Boozy listen to an audio recording of Aldrin, Armstrong, and Collins 
from a test launch simulator.  
They're deciding which clips to keep, which to lose. They plan to use real audio 
for most of the broadcast and only fake what's absolutely necessary.
The question of why these astronauts are going to cooperate comes up.  Boozy 
explains that they’re soldiers who know not to question orders.  They’re 
patriots, they’ll do whatever the CIA tells them to do in the interest of the 
American ideal.  Just leave it to Brackett, he’ll get everyone in line. NASA 
included.
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LATER --52 52
They record themselves imitating the astronauts.  They use the studio equipment 
to manipulate the sounds of their voices to match that of the astronauts.
INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - DAY53 53
Matt arrives with flowers for Owen and Julie.  He meets Owen’s new baby, Bryan.  
Julie is not happy to see Matt.
Owen shows Matt the newspaper: Two more NASA scientists died in a mysterious car 
crash the night before.  Owen says that both of these names were also on the 
Potential Target List.
Matt LAUGHS at Owen’s paranoid thinking.  “You really think the CIA is killing 
random NASA scientists in the hopes that one of them is a Russian spy?  You’re 
crazy.”
Owen isn’t joking around.
INT. MATT’S CAR - DAY54 54
Matt, Owen, and Boozy cruise through the streets.
Matt slows the car.
Up ahead, a black van is parked on the side of the street.  The back door is 
open and a MYSTERIOUS MAN is loading something in.  Matt says, “That’s them!”  
It’s a member of the suspicious other camera crew.
The Man shuts the back door as Matt pulls in right behind the van.  Matt and 
Boozy get out of the car.
The Man sees them and takes off running.  Boozy chases after him.
The van pulls off down the street.
Matt jumps in the car and attempts to chase the van, but he is blocked by other 
cars.  The van gets away.
Matt turns and follows Boozy and the Man.
Boozy chases the Man into a diner.  
Matt drives around the outside as we see through the car window:
(CONTINUED)
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Boozy tackles the Man and they have a fist fight on the floor of the diner.  A 
Good Samaritan intervenes and starts punching Boozy.
Boozy knocks out the Good Samaritan, but the Man is given a chance to escape.  
Matt drives to the side of the diner, but the Man has taken off down the alley.
Boozy stumbles out the side door.  The Man is gone.
Boozy gets back in the car.  “Goddamnit.  I almost had him.”
Matt lights up a cigarette.
They drive off.
INT. OPERATION AVALANCHE OFFICE, NASA - NIGHT55 55
Matt and Owen are alone.  Owen starts telling Matt his theory that Boozy let the 
Man from the other camera crew go.  He thinks that Boozy was responsible for the 
other NASA scientist deaths. Maybe the crew following them is the CIA, just 
making sure they don’t mess around and Boozy is running the whole show.
Matt doesn’t want to believe it, but is forced to consider the possibility.
INT.  SOUNDSTAGE - DAY56 56
The team is filming the first front-projection test.  Owen climbs off the LEM in 
a spacesuit.  Matt is attempting to direct, but Owen isn’t cooperating with him.
Owen starts accusing Boozy of letting the Man from the other camera crew get 
away.  Boozy doesn’t take this lightly.  He says that Owen is a paranoid 
schizophrenic, as well as being a liar.
Boozy reveals that Iris told him that she drunkenly slept with Owen the night of 
the 4th of July BBQ.
Matt is stunned.  He lunges at Owen and they fall to the floor in a fist fight, 
Owen still in the Spacesuit.
Boozy has to break them up.  Owen gets up and storms off.
INT. OPERATION AVALANCHE OFFICE, NASA - NIGHT57 57
Matt sits alone, working his way through a bottle of Scotch and playing his 
favourite records.
He picks up the CIA file on Boozy.  He peruses it suspiciously.
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INT. SOUNDSTAGE - DAY58 58
The final shoot.  Boozy, in a spacesuit, crosses the lunar surface and plants 
the American flag.  It looks good.
The tone on set is very somber after all of the in-fighting.  Everyone is trying 
to be strictly professional.
Owen is depressed.  He thinks they've gone too far.  He remarks openly, “We 
shouldn’t have done this.”
INT. OPERATION AVALANCHE OFFICE, NASA - NIGHT59 59
Matt sits at the Steenbeck editing the moon landing footage.
We see the classic images that are the hallmarks of the Apollo missions.
EXT. MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER - DAY60 60
A throng of reporters is at the entrance, waiting for comment from Jim Webb who 
resigned earlier in the day.  Matt pushes his way through and goes inside.
INT. OPERATION AVALANCHE OFFICE, NASA - DAY61 61
Matt finds Owen inside.  Owen holds up a newspaper.  The headline announces a 
date for the moon launch.  “You see what they’re doing?  They forced Webb out.  
Probably because he wouldn’t cooperate.  You think this is still a coincidence?”
Owen’s frazzled.  He tells Matt he’s gotta come clean about all this.  He’s 
going to take it up the line to Bobby Kennedy.
Matt tries to talk some sense into him, but Owen won’t have it.  Owen storms out 
the door just as Boozy enters.
Boozy asks what’s up with Owen.  Matt says he’s losing it.  Boozy says, “That’s 
gonna be a problem...”
Matt hands him the canisters of film that contain the final cut of the moon 
landing.
Boozy thanks him and says he’s headed back to Langley to deliver these to 
Brackett.
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INT. OPERATION AVALANCHE OFFICE, NASA - NIGHT62 62
Matt sits alone, watching the news.  Bobby Kennedy has been assassinated.
Matt picks up the phone and calls Owen.  Owen admits that he told Bobby about 
Operation: Avalanche.  He’s freaking out.  He thinks it was a Manchurian 
Candidate scenario.
Matt tells him to hang tight.  He’s going to call Brackett.  He hangs up.
Matt dials Brackett but gets no answer.  He dials another number.  No answer.
In frustration, he smashes the receiver on the desk. Inside there’s a wire... 
Just like the kind they had planted at the start of the film. Holy shit. Matt 
rips open another phone: another wire. He starts tearing up their office. Mics 
are everywhere; they were bugged.
EXT. MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER (NASA) - DAY63 63
It’s morning.  Matt is rolling the Steenbeck out of the building and into the 
parking lot.
Across the lot he sees a convertible pull up to the building.  In it is Iris 
with some Guy.  She leans over and kisses the Guy on the lips, giving Matt a “I 
got a new BF” look as he passes.
She gets out of the car and walks into the building.  The convertible drives 
off. 
Matt keeps pushing the Steenbeck.
INT. MOTEL ROOM - NIGHT64 64
Matt sits at the Steenbeck.  He watches old footage of the good times, the 
pranks, the friendships.
It’s a pretty sad scene.
He strings up another reel.  It’s the footage of Iris being interviewed from 
very early on.
Matt watches, clearly still having strong feelings for her.  The film clip ends, 
but the audio keeps going.
Matt listens to the sounds of Iris wandering through NASA.  He hears her enter 
her Father’s office, just as we did before.
(CONTINUED)
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Her Father is on the phone.  Matt pays attention to what he’s saying for the 
first time.
He’s giving out coded information on the moon mission.
Matt’s jaw drops.  Iris’ father is the mole! They had the proof the entire time!
He picks up the phone and frantically dials Owen.  There’s no answer...
He races out of the motel room.
EXT. OWEN’S RENTAL HOUSE - NIGHT65 65
Matt shows up at house.  The lights are off.  
He rings the doorbell.  No answer.
He’s about to leave when he notices that the garage door is slightly ajar.
He walks over and opens it.
He’s shocked to see Owen, hanging from a noose.  He goes inside and shuts the 
door behind him.
Owen is clearly dead.  There’s an empty bottle of Peach Schnapps and a crudely 
written suicide note.
Matt remarks that it doesn’t sound like Owen.
He leaves the note and exits.
He gets back in the car and drives off.
EXT. IRIS’ HOUSE - NIGHT66 66
Matt pulls the car up and parks on the street.  He gets out and sneaks up to the 
house.
He looks in Iris’ bedroom window.  The bathroom door opens and Iris enters the 
bedroom, dressed in a bathrobe.
Matt KNOCKS on the window, startling her.
She comes over and opens the window.
Matt asks if her father is home.  She says that he flew to Alaska today on 
business.
CONTINUED:64 64
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Matt swallows hard and begins his speech.  He explains that he’s a CIA agent and 
that her father is spying on NASA for the Soviet Union.
Iris can’t believe it.  Matt insists that he’s telling her the truth.  He says 
that she needs to flee, immediately.  The CIA is cleaning house.
Her father will be killed and so will she if she doesn’t escape. He tells her to 
meet him outside the SEARS Department Store at the time of the moon landing 
broadcast. He’ll be able to help her then. 
She’s overwhelmed.  Matt apologizes.  He gives her one last kiss and leaves.
INT. MOTEL ROOM - NIGHT67 67
Matt returns to his motel room.  He’s numb from the emotional roller coaster 
he’s been on.
He flops down on the bed.
He looks over at the Steenbeck.  There’s a note resting on it.
He picks up the note.  He reads it.
The note opens by apologizing for the murder of Owen. He tried to stop Brackett 
from ordering it but there was no stopping it. They’re going ahead with the fake 
moon landing and all ties to it must be eliminated.
At the end, it implies that the CIA doesn’t know about the OTHER film Matt’s 
been making (the film we’re watching), and that this is Matt’s trump card.
It’s signed, “Your friend, Boozy”
Matt burns the note.
He begins gathering the film canisters that are stashed around the motel room.
EXT. MOTEL PARKING LOT - NIGHT68 68
Matt carries a stack of film reels out to his car.
He puts them in the trunk and shuts it.
At the edge of the parking lot he sees the black van.  It lights up and starts 
driving toward him.
He and the camera man jump into the car.
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INT. MATT’S CAR - CONTINUOUS69 69
Matt peels out of the parking lot.  The van is in hot pursuit.
Matt races down the city streets.
The van is right on his tail.  It bumps his car, trying to force him off the 
road.
Matt’s car bounces off other cars on the street.
He swerves down side streets, driving like a maniac.
He weaves in and out of traffic until finally the van loses control and crashes 
into a building.
Matt races off into the night.
EXT. STREET, LANGLEY, VIRGINIA - DAY70 70
It’s dusk.
Matt parks beside a phone booth.  He gets out of the car and into the phone 
booth.  
He looks like a guy who’s been on a non-stop road trip for a couple days.
He dials.  It’s Brackett.  Matt tells him to meet him in the lobby of the Drake 
hotel in one hour.
INT. DRAKE HOTEL LOBBY - NIGHT71 71
Matt walks in.  He sees Brackett waiting for him by the bar.
He approaches him.
“How does my movie look?”
“It’s good, kid. You did great.”
“I want a promotion...”
Brackett laughs at the ludicrous statement. 
Matt threatens Brackett with releasing his secret project, the OPERATION 
AVALANCHE documentary, unless the CIA stops trying to kill him. 
Brackett doesn’t believe him. Matt points at the cameras filming them right at 
that moment. Brackett laughs. 
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“No one will believe you...”
“Oh yeah? The last movie I made is about to convince the world we went to the 
moon.”
Brackett, thinks on it.  He becomes serious.  He gives a signal to some agents 
in the corner of the room, and shakes Matt’s hand.  It’s a deal. 
As he leaves Matt turns to say “The girl doesn’t know anything...”  Brackett 
nods.
Matt exits the hotel.
EXT. STREET - CONTINUOUS72 72
He walks down the street alone.  He comes to a group of people huddled outside 
of a Sears department store.  On 15 tube TVs the moon landing is being 
broadcast. He looks around. Iris is nowhere to be seen.
Matt joins the crowd and watches...
Armstrong jumps off the LEM. We watch it reflected in Matt’s eyes.
“That’s one small step...”
END.
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